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December 11, 2016 

To Whom It May Concern 

In 2016 we welcomed two blessings into our life. 

The first one was our precious daughter.  After trying for many years, my husband and I were 
truly blessed to have welcomed our daughter into the world in September.   

The second blessing was hiring and getting to know Nanny Marly.  As first time parents, we 
were nervous and clueless, but at the same time, overly protective with our daughter.  After 
meeting Marly for the first time, we knew we wanted her help and expertise.  We instantly felt 
comfortable with her.  She has a wealth of knowledge about caring for infants and young
children.  

Before our daughter was born, Nanny Marly took the time to help us prepare for her by sharing
important items we would need, items that weren't necessary (it can be overwhelming these days
with all the baby products out there), parenting tips and most importantly, she always took the
time to check in on me and see how my pregnancy was going.  

Fast forward to after the birth of our daughter.  Nanny Marly has been our back bone to 
successful parenting.  She has such a calming effect with infants and knows exactly how to care 
for them no matter what their mood may be. Nanny Marly has made being new parents less
overwhelming and such a nice learning experience.  The tips she has given us with feeding, 
sleep, daily schedule and infant basic needs have been helpful and successful.  With her help at
night, we are able to be well rested and enjoy every minute with our daughter.    

It's a joy to know that Nanny Marly will be in our daughter's life for a very long time and we will
be forever grateful for her support and love for our daughter.  

Melissa M. 




